Why the best dentists never stop learning

By Tipton Training

Just how valuable is education in dentistry? According to one of the UK’s leading dental academies, Tipton Training represented by CAPP in Dubai, it has the power to transform careers for the better – often giving dental professionals greater job satisfaction, increased income and flexibility.

For over 25 years Tipton Training has been helping dentists further their careers. During this time over 3,000 delegates have successfully completed the institution’s courses. On such dentist went to study it at Cardiff university, “I first considered a career in dentistry when my older brother of five years went to study it at Cardiff university,” explains Colin.

I’d always liked fixing things, solving problems and helping people. This seemed like the ideal career for me. I graduated from Glasgow University in 2003 and carried out my vocational training year in Oban and stayed on as an associate the year after. Following that I moved back to Glasgow where I worked as an associate for six years before setting up my own practice in the Southside of Glasgow in 2011.”

Since that time, Colin’s practice, Whiteart Dental Care, has gone from strength to strength – growing to a team of 11 and servicing 6,000 patients. In 2016, it was named Practice of the Year at the Scottish Dental Awards.

Why Tipton Training? So why invest in more education with Tipton Training? Colin puts it down to investment will pay for itself again and again.”

Confidence to Tackle New Treatments Colin now takes on treatments which he wouldn’t have in the past. Just recently, Colin has fitted three bridges which had a combined cost of £5,000. “The best thing about them though was that I took my time, planned them and am confident that they will be successful. In the past I would have had to refer these,” adds Colin.

“It’s not just the advanced things though. Doing the simple things well is very satisfying. I like having a predictable outcome. In the past when a restoration would fail I would just do it again and sometimes again. Now I know why it has failed and make sure that it doesn’t happen.”

The Restorative Course.

For more information about the CAPP/Tipton Dental Academy programmes in Dubai, UAE visit: Restorative & Aesthetic Dentistry Certificate & Diploma Group 1 starting on 04 October 2018 (www.cappmea.com/capptipton), Clinical Implantology Certificate & Diploma Group 2 starting in October 2018 (www.cappmea.com/implant) and Clinical Endodontics Certificate & Diploma Group 3 starting on 05 March 2019 (www.cappmea.com/endo)